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Objective: To review medical records of pregnant women with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results
for sex chromosome abnormalities who attended Tuen Mun hospital between 2015 and 2021. Patient decision after
prenatal diagnosis, confirmatory diagnostic testing results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes were summarised.
Methods: Medical records of women with abnormal NIPT results for sex chromosome abnormalities who attended
Tuen Mun Hospital between January 2015 and December 2021 were retrospectively reviewed.
Results: 56 Chinese women attended our prenatal diagnostic clinic with abnormal NIPT results for sex chromosome
abnormalities involving 45,X (n=17), 47,XXY (n=10), 47,XXX (n=6), 47,XYY (n=8), disproportionate level of sex
chromosomes (n=9), copy number variants of sex chromosomes (n=3), and suspected maternal sex chromosome
imbalance (n=3). 53 had singleton pregnancies and three had dichorionic-diamniotic twin pregnancies. 58.9% had
conventional combined Down syndrome screening; 15.2% of them were at high risk for trisomy 21. 33 (58.9%) of the
patients opted for invasive diagnostic test: amniocentesis (n=29), chorionic villus sampling (n=3), and chorionic villus
sampling followed by amniocentesis (n=1). Confirmatory cytogenetic test results (including postnatal results) were
available in 35 cases. The overall positive predictive value of NIPT to detect fetal sex chromosome aneuploidies was
71.4%; the value was 42.9% for detecting 45,X, 100% for detecting 47,XXY, 80% for detecting 47,XXX, and 83.3%
for detecting 47,XYY. False positive results were observed in three cases of confined placental mosaicism and three
cases of vanishing twin pregnancies. Two women with 47,XXX and one woman with mosaic 45,X/46,XX were also
incidentally discovered.
Conclusion: Positive NIPT results for sex chromosome abnormalities can be caused by true fetal sex chromosome
abnormalities, confined placental mosaicism/placental mosaicism, vanishing twins, and maternal X chromosome
abnormalities. Multidisciplinary management can help prenatal counselling and genetic diagnosis. Follow-up
confirmatory cytogenetic analysis prenatally and/or postnatally is useful to characterise the numeric or structural
fetal sex chromosome abnormalities and their mosaic patterns, and can maximise the benefits of prenatal genetic
screening in obtaining more genetic information to support pregnancy management and clinical care of affected
unborn child.
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Introduction

With the discovery of the presence of circulating cellfree fetal DNA in maternal plasma1 and the development of
high throughput next-generation sequencing, non-invasive
prenatal testing (NIPT) for common fetal aneuploidies was
introduced in 20112. Compared with traditional prenatal
screening, NIPT is superior in detecting fetal trisomies 21,
18, and 13 and reduces the need for invasive diagnostic
procedures3-8. Since then, NIPT has been implemented
as first-tier or second-tier prenatal screening worldwide,
using techniques of massively parallel sequencing (shotgun
or target) and single nucleotide polymorphism9. Since
December 2019 in Hong Kong public hospitals, NIPT has
been used as second-tier screening for high-risk women
with positive traditional prenatal screening result.
Cell-free fetal DNA testing can identify fetal sex
and fetal sex chromosome aneuploidies (SCAs)10, which
is one group of sex chromosome abnormalities. The most
common SCAs are 45,X, 47,XXY, 47,XXX, 47,XYY,
and their various forms of sex chromosome mosaicisms11.
Collectively, SCAs are the most common chromosomal
condition, with estimated prevalence of 1/400 births11.
Individuals with SCAs display wide spectrum of phenotypes
from asymptomatic to serious physical, reproductive,
and behavioural presentations12. The unpredictability and
variable clinical manifestations of SCAs make genetic
counselling and parental decision-making towards SCAaffected pregnancy very difficult.
Expanded use of NIPT for SCAs remains a
controversy. Nonetheless, NIPT for SCAs has been readily
available in the private sector. In a survey in Hong Kong,
98.50% of women preferred to be informed when NIPT
results were suspicious of SCAs, and 33% of whom would
consider prenatal diagnosis13. Post-test counselling by
genetic specialists for those with prenatal diagnosis of
SCAs may facilitate continuation of pregnancy14. There
is a need for clinicians to interpret results and provide
counselling to those facing unexpected positive results for
sex chromosome abnormalities.
We reviewed medical records of pregnant
women with positive NIPT results for sex chromosome
abnormalities who attended Tuen Mun hospital between
2015 and 2021. Patient decision after prenatal diagnosis,
confirmatory diagnostic testing results, and pregnancy/
neonatal outcomes were summarised.

Methods

This study was approved by the Central Institutional
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Review Board of Hospital Authority (reference: CIRB2021-011-3). Medical records of women with abnormal
NIPT results for sex chromosome abnormalities who
attended Tuen Mun Hospital between January 2015 and
December 2021 were retrospectively reviewed.
In July 2010, publicly funded first- or secondtrimester screening tests for Down syndrome were provided
in Hong Kong. In December 2019, publicly funded secondtier NIPT or a conventional diagnostic test was offered for
those screened positive for Down syndrome (with a term
risk of ≥1:250). The publicly funded NIPT is restricted
to reporting trisomies 21, 18, and 13 only. Our unit also
receives referrals of cases of abnormal NIPT results from
private obstetric care providers and provides genetic
counselling by maternal-fetal medicine specialists (Figure).
Patients were explained that NIPT was only a
screening test, with varying performance for SCA detection
and other limitations. The variable and unpredictable
phenotypic expressions of SCA and available intervention
strategies were discussed. Baseline ultrasound examination
was offered to evaluate the number of fetuses, presence
of a vanishing twin, fetal sex, and obvious fetal structural
anomalies such as cystic hygroma. An invasive diagnostic
test by chorionic villus sampling and/or amniocentesis
were also offered; the procedure-related risk of miscarriage
is about 0.5%. Compared with chorionic villus sampling,
amniocentesis provides more definitive fetal genetic
information because of possible confined placental
mosaicisms. Before June 2019, rapid screening of common
aneuploidies of chromosomes 21, 18, 13, X, and Y was
by quantitative fluorescence– polymerase chain reaction
(QF-PCR) and then conventional karyotyping. After June
2019, chromosomal microarray is performed if QF-PCR
shows normal results. Both chromosomal microarray and
conventional karyotyping are performed in those with
abnormal QF-PCR for sex chromosomes. For abnormal
genetic findings, karyotyping of parental blood samples is
offered to establish inheritance. For discordant NIPT results
for SCA, maternal karyotyping is performed for biological
explanations of the false positive results. All samples are
sent to the prenatal diagnostic laboratory of Tsan Yuk
Hospital for genetic analysis. Some patients are referred
to the clinical genetic service of the Department of Health
for further genetic counselling before or after invasive
procedures, depending on the NIPT/diagnostic test results
and specialists’ discretion or patients’ preference.
Patients with abnormal diagnostic test results are
counselled by maternal-fetal medicine specialists and/or
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Attendance to our prenatal diagnostic clinic

• Counselled by maternal-fetal medicine specialist
- Discuss about test performance based on the NIPT report provided by commercial laboratory
- Explain the biological reasons of false-positive results
- Provide clinical information about test positive condition, which can have variable and uncertain
prognosis
- Offer option of invasive prenatal diagnostic testing (chorionic villus sampling and/or
amniocentesis), with the associated miscarriage risk of 0.5%; inform about 1% occurrence of
confined placental mosaicism, and follow-up amniocentesis is recommended for mosaic chorionic
villus sampling results
- Offer option of postnatal confirmation of NIPT result by newborn genetic testing
- Offer option of no prenatal and postnatal confirmatory diagnostic testing
- Explore couple’s expectation toward prenatal diagnosis of sex chromosome abnormality and
support their decision
- Advise prenatal ultrasound monitoring and postnatal assessment
• Refer to clinical geneticist for further counselling when necessary
• Offer baseline ultrasound examination for structural anomalies, multiple pregnancy, vanishing twin,
and fetal genitalia

Accept invasive test
Abnormal result

- Fetal-medicine specialist gives
counselling based on karyotyping result
- Referral to clinical geneticist for further
counselling when necessary

Termination of pregnancy

- Arrange postabortion
counselling

Decline invasive test
Normal result

Continuation of pregnancy

- Offer morphology ultrasound scan
- Offer third trimester ultrasound scan

Continuation of pregnancy

- Offer morphology ultrasound scan
- Offer third trimester ultrasound scan

Postnatal care
- Consult paediatrician for newborn
examination and arrangement of follow-up
- Refer to clinical geneticist for postnatal
confirmatory testing

Postnatal care

- Save placental tissue and/or cord blood
for karyotyping and arrange postnatal
counselling to discuss the genetic test result
- Consult paediatrician for newborn
examination and arrangement of follow-up
- Refer to clinical geneticist for postnatal
confirmatory testing for those without
prenatal diagnosis

Figure. Workflow for patients with abnormal non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) result for sex chromosome abnormalities

clinical geneticist regarding the prognosis and pregnancy
management. The option of termination or continuation
of pregnancy is provided. The legal limit of termination
of pregnancy is 24 weeks in Hong Kong. Those who opt
for continuation of pregnancy are offered detailed fetal
anomaly ultrasound scan and third trimester ultrasound
scan. Anomaly ultrasound scan is used to detect any
SCA-associated fetal structural abnormalities (such as
cardiovascular and renal anomalies in fetuses with 45,X)

and other coincidental anomalies. Third trimester ultrasound
scan is used to detect any fetal growth restriction related to
SCAs and their mosaicism as well as any late presentation
of SCA-associated findings. For example, fetuses with 45,X
can develop non-immune hydrops fetalis, and ventricular
or vascular disproportion (indicating coarctation of aorta)
may become more clinically evident in the third trimester.
In addition, renal hypoplasia in fetuses with 47,XXX may
only be diagnosed in advanced gestation.
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Those with normal diagnostic test results are offered
further testing after delivery. Karyotyping for the placenta
tissue can detect possible placental mosaicism leading to
inconsistent findings. For those who declined diagnostic
test, both anomaly and growth ultrasound scans are
suggested, and their placental tissue or cord/neonatal blood
are saved for karyotyping after delivery. All newborns with
abnormal NIPT results for sex chromosome abnormalities
are examined by our paediatric team in postnatal ward.

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of 56 patients with
abnormal non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT)
results for sex chromosome abnormalities
Characteristics
Chinese ethnicity
No. of fetuses
Singleton
Twin

Conception
Natural

Data retrieved included patient demographics,
NIPT results, genetic counselling personnel, diagnostic
test results, ultrasound findings, karyotyping results, and
pregnancy and neonatal outcomes. Small for gestational
age is defined as a birthweight below the 10th percentile
for the gestational age.

Assisted

Maternal age, y
<35
≥35

Nulliparity

Conventional Down syndrome screening
test results

Statistical tests were performed using SPSS
(Windows version 23; IBM Corp, Armonk [NY], US).
The positive predictive value of NIPT in detecting SCAs
was calculated as the number of true positive test results
confirmed by amniocentesis or neonatal karyotyping
divided by the total number of positive NIPT results.

The median gestational age at first prenatal
diagnostic clinic attendance was 15.6 (range, 12.3-29)
weeks. 33 (58.9%) of the patients opted for invasive
diagnostic test: amniocentesis (n=29), chorionic villus
sampling (n=3), and chorionic villus sampling followed by
amniocentesis (n=1) [Table 2]. 36 (64.3%) of the patients
received prenatal counselling by clinical geneticists.
Confirmatory cytogenetic test results (including postnatal
results) were available in 35 cases. The overall positive
predictive value of NIPT to detect fetal SCAs was 71.4%;
the value was 42.9% for detecting 45,X, 100% for
90

3 (5.4)

50 (89.3)
6 (10.7)

33.5 (23-48)
34 (60.7)
22 (39.3)
35 (62.5)

Low risk (< 1 in 250)

28 (84.8)

Gestational age at NIPT, weeks
10+0 to 13+6
14+0 to 15+6
16+0 to 20+6
≥21

NIPT platform

Massively parallel sequencing

Single nucleotide polymorphism

Gestational age at prenatal diagnostic
clinic attendance, weeks
10+0 to 13+6

5 (15.2)

23 (41.1)

12.5 (10-22)
39 (69.6)
10 (17.9)
4 (7.1)
3 (5.4)
55 (98.2)
1 (1.8)

15.6 (12.3-29)
11 (19.6)

14+0 to 15+6

18 (32.1)

21+0 to 23+6

5 (8.9)

16+0 to 20+6
≥24
*

53 (94.6)

33 (58.9)

Not done

Between January 2015 and December 2021, 56
Chinese women attended our prenatal diagnostic clinic with
abnormal NIPT results for sex chromosome abnormalities
involving 45,X (n=17), 47,XXY (n=10), 47,XXX (n=6),
47,XYY (n=8), disproportionate level of sex chromosomes
(n=9), copy number variants of sex chromosomes (n=3),
and suspected maternal sex chromosome imbalance (n=3)
[Table 1]. The median maternal age was 33.5 years; 39.3%
were at an advanced maternal age (≥35 years). 53 had
singleton pregnancies and three had dichorionic-diamniotic
twin pregnancies. The median gestational age at NIPT was
12.5 weeks. 58.9% had conventional combined Down
syndrome screening; 15.2% of them were at high risk for
trisomy 21.

56 (100)

Done

High risk (≥ 1 in 250)

Results

Value*

19 (33.9)
3 (5.4)

Data are presented as median (range) or No. (%) of patients

detecting 47,XXY, 80% for detecting 47,XXX, and 83.3%
for detecting 47,XYY (Table 3).
17 patients had positive NIPT results for 45,X
(Table 4). Four of them had abnormal ultrasound findings.
Patients 1 and 2 had findings of hydrops fetalis; chorionic
villus sampling confirmed the abnormal karyotype, and
they opted for termination of pregnancy. Patient 3 had
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Table 2. Options of invasive diagnostic testing among 56 patients with positive non-invasive prenatal
testing (NIPT) results for sex chromosome abnormalities
No. (%) of
patients who
declined
invasive
diagnostic
testing

No. (%) of
patients who
accepted
invasive
diagnostic
testing

45,X (n=17)

6 (35.3)

47,XXX (n=6)

4 (66.7)

Abnormal NIPT result

47,XXY (n=10)

5 (50.0)

47,XYY (n=8)

Others (n=15) [disproportionate level of sex
chromosomes (n=9), copy number variants
of sex chromosomes (n=3) and suspected
maternal sex chromosome imbalance (n=3)]
Total (n=56)

Chorionic
villus
sampling

Amniocentesis

11 (64.7)

2

8

2 (33.3)

1

1

5 (50.0)

4 (50.0)

No. of patients who had invasive diagnostic
testing

0

4 (50.0)

4 (26.7)

11 (73.3)

23 (41.1)

33 (58.9)

5

0

4

0

11

3

29

Chorionic
villus
sampling
followed by
amniocentesis
1

0

0
0

0

1

Table 3. Performance of non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) in detecting fetal sex chromosome aneuploidy
Sex chromosome
aneuploidy
NIPT positive
45,X

17

Karyotype
confirmed
14

No. of patients with

No. of true positive /
No. of confirmed
True positive False positive Karyotype
karyotype, %
not confirmed
6

47,XXY

10

10

10

47,XYY

8

6

5

47,XXX

Total

6

41

5

35

4

25

finding of anencephaly who declined diagnostic test and
opted for termination of pregnancy; the karyotype of
placental tissue was normal. Patient 4 had findings of
ventricular septal defect and echogenic bowel who declined
diagnostic test and opted for continuation of pregnancy;
neonatal karyotype was normal. 13 patients had normal
ultrasound findings. Nine of them opted for diagnostic
test through amniocentesis, which confirmed abnormal
karyotype in three patients: mosaic 45,X/47,XXX in
patients 5 and 6 and de novo isodicentric X chromosome
in patient 7. Amniocentesis also identified two cases of
confined placental mosaicism. Patient 8 had chorionic
villus sampling, which yielded a mosaic karyotype of
45,X[14]/46,XX[16], but follow-up amniocentesis showed
normal karyotype. Patient 12 showed normal karyotype
after amniocentesis, but the karyotype of the placental
tissue showed mos 45,X[3]/46,XY[27], whereas the

8

0

1

1

10

3

6/14, 42.9%

0

10/10, 100%

2

5/6, 83.3%

1

6

4/5, 80%

25/35, 71.4%

neonatal karyotype was normal. Four patients with normal
ultrasound findings declined diagnostic testing and opted
for continuation of pregnancy. Patients 14 to 16 were
true positive for mosaic 45,X[17]/47,XXX[33], mosaic
45,X[30]/46,XX[20], or 46,X,i(X)(q10).
10 patients had positive NIPT results for 47,XXY
(Table 5). Five of them had amniocentesis, which confirmed
the abnormal karyotype (patients 18 to 22). Another five
declined diagnostic testing and opted for continuation of
pregnancy; neonatal karyotype confirmed the positive
NIPT result for 47,XXY in all (patients 23 to 27).
Six patients had positive NIPT results for 47,XXX
(Table 6). Patient 28 had chorionic villus sampling,
which confirmed the abnormal karyotype, and opted for
termination of pregnancy. Patient 29 had amniocentesis,
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Table 4. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for 45,X
Pa- NIPT Gesta- Ultrasound
tient result tional findings
age at
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic test
result

Maternal/
paternal
karyotype

1

45,X

10

Hydrops

Chorionic villus sampling:
45,X

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

-

2

45,X

10

Hydrops

Chorionic villus sampling:
45,X

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

-

3

45,X

14

Anencephaly

-

-

Termination of pregnancy,
anencephaly

-

4

45,X

20

Ventricular
septal defect,
echogenic
bowel

-

-

-

Livebirth, ventricular septal 46,XX
defect, atrial septal defect

5

45,X

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: mos
47,XXX[17]/45,X[13]

-

-

Livebirth

6

45,X

21

Normal

Amniocentesis: mos
45,X[6]/47,XXX[55]

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

7

45,X

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,X,idic
(X)(p22.3)dn.arr[GRCh37]
Xp22.33(168551_1832879)
x1,Xp22.33q28(1832912_
155233098)x3

-

Livebirth, small for
gestational age

46,X,idic(X)
(p22.3)

8

45,X

11

Normal

Chorionic villus sampling:
mos 45,X[14]/46,XX[16]
Amniocentesis: 46,XX

-

-

Livebirth

46,XX

9

45,X

14

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,XX

-

-

Unknown decision/
outcome

-

10

45,X

22

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,XN

-

Livebirth

-

11

45,X

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,XX

-

Follow-up until 34 weeks,
unknown outcome

-

12

45,X

13

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,XX

Maternal:
46,XX

mos 45,X[3]/46,X
X[27]

Livebirth, small for
46,XX
gestational age, atrial septal
defect

13

45,X

10

Normal

Amniocentesis: 46,XX

Maternal:
46,XX

46,XX

Livebirth

14

45,X

15

Normal

-

-

45,X[26]/47,XXX
[24]

Livebirth, patent ductus
arteriosus, small for
gestational age

15

45,X

10

Normal

-

-

45,X[21]/46,XX[9] Livebirth

45,X[30]/46,X
X[20]

16

45,X

20

Normal

-

-

mos 45,X[25]/46,
X,i(X)(q10)[5]

Livebirth, developmental
dysplasia of the hip

46,X,i(X)(q10)

17

45,X

14

Normal

-

Livebirth

46,XX

46,XX

Maternal:
46,XX
Paternal:
46,XY

46,XX
-

Maternal:
46,XX

which confirmed the abnormal karyotype, and opted for
continuation of pregnancy and had a livebirth. Four patients
declined diagnostic testing and opted for continuation of
pregnancy; neonatal karyotype confirmed 47,XXX in three
of them (patients 30-32).
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Placental tissue
for karyotype

-

Pregnancy/neonatal
outcome

Neonatal
karyotype

45,X[33]/
47,XXX[17]
-

45,X[17]/47,X
XX[33]

Eight patients had positive NIPT results for
47,XYY (Table 7). Four of them had amniocentesis,
which confirmed 47,XYY, and opted for continuation
of pregnancy. Neonatal karyotype confirmed 47,XYY
in patient 34. Another four patients declined diagnostic
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Table 5. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for 47,XXY
Patient

NIPT
result

Gestational Ultrasound
age at
findings
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic test
result

Maternal/ Placental Pregnancy/neonatal outcome
paternal
tissue for
karyotype karyotype

Neonatal
karyotype

18

47,XXY

12

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XXY

-

-

Unknown decision/outcome

-

19

47,XXY

11

Intrauterine
growth
restriction

Amniocentesis: 47,XXY

-

-

Livebirth, small for gestational age

-

20

47,XXY

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XXY

-

-

Livebirth

-

21

47,XXY

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XXY

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

-

22

47,XXY

13

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XXY

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

-

23

47,XXY

14

Curved penis

-

-

-

Livebirth, buried penis

47,XXY

24

47,XXY

20

Normal

-

-

-

Livebirth

47,XXY

25

47,XXY

12

Normal

-

-

47,XXY

Livebirth, small for gestational age 47,XXY

26

47,XXY

11

Normal

-

-

47,XXY

Livebirth, small for gestational age 47,XXY

27

47,XXY

11

Normal

-

-

-

Livebirth

47,XXY

Table 6. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for 47,XXX
Patient

NIPT
result

Gestational Ultrasound
age at
findings
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic test
result

Maternal/ Placental Pregnancy/neonatal outcome
paternal
tissue for
karyotype karyotype

Neonatal
karyotype

28

47,XXX

13

Normal

Chorionic villus sampling:
47,XXX

-

-

Termination of pregnancy

-

29

47,XXX

14

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XXX

-

-

Livebirth

-

30

47,XXX

10

Normal

-

-

-

Livebirth, atrial septal defect

47,XXX

31

47,XXX

13

Normal

-

-

47,XXX

Livebirth, small for gestational
age

47,XXX

32

47,XXX

10

Normal

-

-

47,XXX

Livebirth

47,XXX

33

47,XXX

13

Normal

-

-

Livebirth

46,XX

testing and opted for continuation of pregnancy. Neonatal
karyotype confirmed 47,XYY in patient 38. Patient 40
had abnormal ultrasound finding of increased nuchal
translucency. Subsequent ultrasound at 33 weeks of
gestation revealed right-side pleural effusion with no
signs of hydrops or anaemia. Maternal serologic tests for
cytomegalovirus and toxoplasma gondii were negative.
The baby was born vaginally at term with transient oxygen
desaturation, which was self-resolved spontaneously. Chest
radiography showed mildly blunted right costophrenic
angle, which could be related to previous pleural effusion,
and was resolved at day 14 after birth. Sepsis evaluation
including skin surface swab, gastric lavage, and blood
cultures were negative. The karyotype of placental tissue

-

confirmed 47,XYY. Subsequent follow-up with clinical
geneticists was arranged.
Eight patients had NIPT results that showed
disproportional low level of Y chromosome (Table 8).
Second trimester ultrasound scan suggested female
genitalia in four cases. Three of them were dichorionicdiamniotic pregnancies with co-twin demise in early
gestation. Two had amniocentesis, which showed 46,XX.
Patient 45 had placental abruption and spontaneous preterm
delivery at 25 weeks of gestation. The baby girl died at day
2 because of extreme prematurity. Karyotype of cord blood
sample showed normal 46,XX, but that of the placental
tissue showed 69,XXY[20]/46,XX[10]. Four cases showed
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Table 7. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for 47,XYY
Patient

NIPT
result

34

47,XYY

35
36

Gestational Ultrasound
age at
findings
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic test
result

Maternal/
paternal
karyotype

Placental
tissue for
karyotype

Pregnancy/neonatal
outcome

Neonatal
karyotype

47,XYY

Livebirth

47,XYY

12

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XYY

-

47,XYY

11

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XYY

-

-

Livebirth

-

47,XYY

13

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XYY

-

-

Livebirth

-

37

47,XYY

14

Normal

Amniocentesis: 47,XYY

-

-

Follow-up until 36 weeks,
unknown outcome

-

38

47,XYY

11

Normal

-

-

-

Livebirth

39

47,XYY

13

Normal

-

-

47,XYY

Livebirth

-

40

47,XYY

11

↑ Nuchal
translucency,
pleural effusion

-

-

47,XYY

Livebirth, pleural effusion

-

41

47,XYY

11

Normal

-

-

46,XY

Livebirth

47,XYY

46,XY

Table 8. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for disproportionate level of sex chromosomes
Pa- NIPT result
tient

94

Gesta- Ultrasound findings
tional
age at
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic Maternal/
test result
paternal
karyotype

Placental
tissue for
karyotype

Pregnancy/neonatal
outcome

Neonatal
karyotype

42

Low level Y

14

Dichorionic diamniotic Amniocentesis:
twins: one missed
46,XX
abortion and another
normal, female genitalia

-

-

Follow-up until 32
weeks, unknown
outcome

-

43

Low level Y

12

Dichorionic diamniotic Amniocentesis:
twins: one missed
46,XX
abortion and another
normal, female genitalia

-

-

Livebirth, small for
gestational age

-

44

Low level Y

12

Dichorionic diamniotic
twins: one missed
abortion and another
normal, female genitalia

-

-

46,XX

Livebirth

-

45

Low level Y

21

Normal, female genitalia

-

-

mos 69,XXY
Neonatal death at day 2,
[20]/46,XX[10] placental abruption

46

Low level Y

16

Normal, male genitalia

Amniocentesis:
46,XY

-

46,XY

47

Low level Y

13

Normal, male genitalia

Amniocentesis:
47,XYY

-

48

Low level Y

12

Normal, male genitalia

Amniocentesis:
46,X,der(X)t(X;Y)
(p22.3;p11.2).ish
der(X)(SRY+,DX
Z1+)

49

Low level Y

11

Normal, male genitalia

-

-

46,XY

Livebirth

46,XY

50

Mild ↓
chromosome
X DNA

14

Normal, female genitalia

-

-

46,XX

Livebirth

-

Maternal:
46,XX
Paternal:
46,XY

46,XX

Livebirth

-

-

Unknown decision/
outcome

-

-

Termination of
pregnancy

-
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male genitalia. Three of them had amniocentesis, which
revealed 46,XY in patient 46, 47,XYY in patient 47, and
de novo 46,X,der(X)t(X;Y)(p22.3;p11.2) in patient 48.
Patient 48 opted for termination of pregnancy; the abortus
showed normal external male genitalia without other
apparent abnormalities. The patient refused pathological
examination of the fetus. Patient 50 had abnormal NIPT
result of mild reduction of X chromosome DNA. A
phenotypically normal female baby was delivered, and
cytogenetic analysis of placental tissue showed normal
46,XX karyotype.
Three patients had NIPT results that showed copy
number variants of X chromosome (Table 9). Amniocentesis
confirmed de novo 46,X,idic(X)(p11.21) in patient 51,
maternally inherited 46,X,del(X)(p21) in patient 52, and
45,X,inv(19)(p11q13.1)[15]/46,X,r(X)(p22.1q21),inv(19)
[10]/46,X,inv(19),+mar[5] in patient 53. They opted for
continuation of pregnancy. Neonatal karyotype confirmed
amniocentesis findings.

18 (85.7%) of 21 patients with prenatally
confirmed sex chromosome abnormalities received genetic
counselling by clinical geneticists. The remaining three
patients were counselled by the maternal-fetal medicine
specialist only. They included two cases with hydropic
fetuses and 45,X and one case with fetal 47,XXY. Decision
for pregnancy was available for 19 patients (Table 11).
Seven of them opted for termination. The rates of
termination of pregnancy were 75% for 45,X, 50% for
47,XXY, 50% for 47,XXX, 0% for 47,XYY, and 20% for
structural sex chromosome abnormalities. The remaining
12 patients opted for continuation of pregnancy; all had
livebirths, except for one who was lost to follow-up. For
the 12 patients with normal karyotypes after diagnostic
testing, all had livebirths, except for three who were lost
to follow-up. 23 patients declined invasive diagnostic
testing; patient 3 opted for termination of pregnancy
based on abnormal ultrasound finding of anencephaly, and
patient 45 had extreme preterm birth with early neonatal
death.

Three patients had abnormal NIPT results that
showed increased or decreased chromosome X DNA of
possible maternal contribution (Table 10). Second trimester
ultrasound scan showed male genitalia, and amniocentesis
showed normal 46,XY karyotype. Cytogenetic
analysis of maternal blood revealed abnormal 47,XXX
karyotype in patients 54 and 55 and mosaic karyotype
45,X[12]/46,XX[18] in patient 56.

Birth data were available for 40 infants. The median
gestational age at delivery was 38 (range, 25-41) weeks;
92.5% of infants were born at term. 10 (25%) of the infants
were small for gestational age. All except two infants
with prenatal or postnatal confirmed sex chromosome
abnormalities were delivered in private hospitals, had
postnatal evaluation and follow-up by the paediatric team
and/or clinical geneticists in our hospital.

Table 9. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for copy number variants of sex chromosomes
Pa- NIPT result
tient

Gesta- Ultrasound
tional findings
age at
NIPT,
weeks

Prenatal diagnostic test result

Maternal/
paternal
karyotype

Placental Pregnancy/ Neonatal
tissue for neonatal
karyotype
karyotype outcome

51

↓DNA 53.5Mb
Xp22.33-Xp11.21,
↑DNA 91.6Mb
Xq11.2-Xq28

13

Normal, female
genitalia

Amniocentesis: 46,X,idic(X)(p11.
21).arr[GRCh37]Xp22.33p11.21
(168551_56469081)x1,Xp11.21q
28(56474956_155233098)x3

Maternal:
46,XX
Paternal: 46,XY

-

Livebirth,
small for
gestational
age

46,X,idic(X)
(p11.21)

52

↓DNA 33.0Mb
Xp22.33-Xp21.1

12

Normal, female
genitalia

Amniocentesis: 46,X,del(X)(p21)
mat.arr[GRCh37] Xp22.33p21.1
(168551_35911065)x1

Maternal:
46,X,del(X)(p2
1.1)

-

Livebirth

46,X,del(X)
(p21.1)

53

del
(Xp22.33-p22.12,
16.94M)

13

Ventricular septal
defect, intrauterine
growth restriction,
female genitalia

Amniocentesis: 45,X,inv(19)(p11q
13.1)[15]/46,X,r(X)(p22.1q21),inv
(19)[10]/46,X,inv(19),+mar[5].arr
[GRCh37]Xp22.33p22.12(168551_
20126011)x1,Xp22.12p11.1(20333
106_58527155)x1~2,Xq13.1q21.31
(67863904_87712575)x1~2,Xq21.3
1q28(87728897_155233098)x1

Maternal: mos
45,X,inv(19)(p1
1q13.1)[4]/46,X
X,inv(19)[56]
Paternal: 46,XY

-

Livebirth,
small for
gestational
age

mos
46,X,+r(X)
[27]/45,X
[23]
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Table 10. Ultrasound findings, decision, diagnostic results, and pregnancy/neonatal outcomes of patients
with positive non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) results for suspected maternal sex chromosome
imbalances
Pa- NIPT result
tient

Gestational Ultrasound
age at NIPT, findings
weeks

Prenatal
diagnostic test
result

Maternal karyotype Placental
tissue for
karyotype

Pregnancy/
neonatal
outcome

Neonatal
karyotype

54

↑chromosome X, ?
maternal contribution

12

Normal, male
genitalia

Amniocentesis:
46,XY

47,XXX

-

Livebirth

-

55

↑chromosome X, ?
maternal contribution

15

Normal, male
genitalia

Amniocentesis:
46,XY

47,XXX

-

Livebirth

-

56

↓chromosome X, ?
maternal contribution

13

Normal, male
genitalia

Amniocentesis:
46,XY

mos
45,X[12]/46,XX[18]

-

Livebirth

-

Table 11. Pregnancy decision of patients with confirmed prenatal diagnostic results for sex chromosome
abnormalities
Abnormal prenatal diagnostic
result (mosaic or full-blown)

45,X (n=4)

47,XXY (n=5)

47,XXX (n=2)
47,XYY (n=5)

Structural sex chromosome
abnormalities (n=5)
Total (n=21)

No. of patients with
unknown decision

No. (%) of patients with
continuation of pregnancy

1

2 (50)

0
0
1
0
2

Discussion

About half of our patients with positive NIPT result
for sex chromosome abnormalities opted for follow-up
invasive diagnostic testing. About 40% of patients affected
by sex chromosome abnormalities opted for termination
of pregnancy. The overall positive predictive value of
NIPT in detecting fetal SCAs in clinical practice was
71.4%.
Prenatal genetic testing empowers women’s
reproductive autonomy15. Women can make informed
decision for or against testing for SCA. Genetic counselling
for women with positive NIPT results for SCA should
provide up-to-date information about SCAs including
general characteristics, possible treatments, detection rate,
false-positive rate, and positive predictive value of NIPT,
and options of prenatal or postnatal follow-up diagnostic
testing. Their expectations toward prenatal testing
should be explored, including termination of pregnancy
and preparation for SCA if confirmed. Although the
miscarriage risk of prenatal invasive diagnostic procedure
is low (0.20% for chorionic villus sampling and 0.30% for
amniocentesis)16, if the definitive diagnosis is unlikely to
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1 (25)
1 (50)

4 (100)
4 (80)

12 (63.2)

No. (%) of patients with
termination of pregnancy
3 (75)
2 (50)
1 (50)
0 (0)

1 (20)
7 (36.8)

affect continuation of pregnancy, diagnostic testing may be
deferred until after delivery. Knowing the genetic diagnosis
can help timely interventions (such as hormone replacement
therapy and educational support) and optimise clinical
outcomes17-19. Patient autonomy should be respected, and
their decisions should be supported. In the literature, the
uptake of prenatal diagnostic testing ranged from 34% to
100%20,21. In our study, it was about 50%. Acceptance of
their children affected with SCAs might be their reason of
avoiding prenatal diagnosis.
Multidisciplinary approach is suggested in
management of women carrying fetuses with confirmed
SCA, because different expertise is needed for advice on
neonatal outcomes and provision of long-term care for
newborns10. Participation of genetic professionals in the
counselling can affect reproductive decision-making and
facilitate continuation of pregnancy22,23. They can give
a more accurate, updated, realistic, and positive picture
of SCAs. In our study, 64.3% of women had genetic
counselling with clinical geneticists. 40% of women opted
for termination of pregnancy after diagnostic testing. The
percentage is similar to other studies20,24,25.

Pregnancies with positive non-invasive prenatal testing result for sex chromosome abnormalities

In a meta-analysis of 35 studies, the detection rate
and false positive rate of NIPT were 95.8% and 0.14%,
respectively, for monosomy X and 100% and 0.004%,
respectively, for SCAs other than monosomy X3. In a
systematic review of 13 case series26, the overall average
positive predictive value of NIPT was 48% for SCA,
based on 76% of follow-up cytogenetic analysis. The
positive predictive value of NIPT was 31% for 45,X, 73%
for 47,XXY, 61% for 47,XXX, and 78% for 47,XYY.
We achieved higher overall positive predictive value of
NIPT for SCAs, particularly 100% for 47,XXY, 80% for
47,XXX, and 83.3% for 47,XYY, compared with 42.9% for
monosomy X. NIPT analyses the circulating cell-free DNA
from degraded placental cytotrophoblasts (not directly from
fetus) and from the mother. The false-positive NIPT results
for SCAs can be caused by placental/fetal mosaicism, a
vanishing twin, maternal DNA contribution, and maternal
neoplastic conditions10. NIPT is not always reflective of the
fetal karyotype.
Mosaicism is the condition that the conceptus is
made up of two or more populations of cells with different
genetic constitution27. It is much more common with sex
chromosomes than autosomal chromosomes10. In cases
of positive NIPT result for monosomy X with abnormal
cytogenetic analysis, the relative frequency was 67%
for 45,X, 20% for mosaic 45,X/46,XX, 10% for mosaic
45,X/46,XY, and 3% for X chromosome rearrangement,
whereas the relative frequency of mosaicism was 3% for
47,XXY, 7% for 47,XXX, and 12% for 47,XYY26. In the
present study, in 10 patients with positive NIPT result for
monosomy X and with abnormal follow-up cytogenetic
analysis, the relative frequency was 20% for 45,X, 60% for
mosaic 45,X, and 20% for X chromosome rearrangement.
All other SCAs were full-blown. Mosaicism can only be
confined to the placenta (confined placental mosaicism)
and not extended into the fetal tissue. Confined placental
mosaicism can affect about 1% to 2% of chorionic villus
samples28. In a large study, confined placental mosaicism
occurred in 122 (23.4%) of 522 SCAs29. In our study, three
cases of false-positive results were secondary to confined
placental mosaicism. Two with positive NIPT result for
45,X were confirmed normal 46,XX after birth but had
mosaic 45,X cell line confined to placenta identified
through karyotyping of chorionic villus sample in patient 8
and placental tissue in patient 12. Patient 45 was a confined
placental mosaic triploidy with NIPT result showing fetal
sex different from ultrasound finding, which resulted in
poor perinatal outcomes. To prevent misdiagnosis of fetal
genetic condition, any mosaic findings in chorionic villus
samples must be confirmed by follow-up amniocentesis30.

Amniocentesis is the optimal invasive diagnostic
procedure to avoid the issue of confined placental
mosaicism, because amniotic fluid cells are mainly fetal
cells although low level mosaicism in fetal tissue cannot
be entirely excluded, and site-specific variations in the
proportion of abnormal cells can be present in different
fetal tissues. The positive predictive value of NIPT is
higher for 45,X with ultrasound abnormalities than 45,X
with normal ultrasound finding (99% vs 51%)29. Therefore,
ultrasound investigation may help the decision-making on
the choice of confirmatory diagnostic procedure. Women
with abnormal ultrasound findings (such as cystic hygroma
or hydrops or increased nuchal translucency or fetal
anomalies) can consider chorionic villus sampling for early
diagnosis (as in patients 1 and 2). Women with normal
ultrasound finding may wait and choose amniocentesis to
avoid repeated invasive procedures29.
Vanishing twin is a biological phenomenon that can
cause false-positive NIPT results. The deceased twin is
likely to be genetically abnormal (ie, aneuploid) while
the viable twin has normal chromosomal constitution31.
Depending on the individual contribution of each twin to
the fetal fraction, the continuous release of DNA fragments
from the placenta of demised co-twin into the maternal
plasma can influence the NIPT results and mask the
actual normal chromosomal condition of the remaining
viable twin. The duration of persistence of DNA from a
lost twin in maternal circulation is uncertain, but it may
be detectable for up to 8 weeks after the co-twin demise31.
Ultrasound examination in early first trimester can
facilitate appropriate pre-test counselling if a failed twin
pregnancy is identified before its absorption. In general,
NIPT is not recommended for screening in vanishing twin
pregnancy. Opposite sex of the vanished and viable twins
can also manifest as discordance in fetal sex between
NIPT and ultrasound observation of fetal genitalia and/or
confirmatory karyotype32,33. In our cohort, the discordance
of the male fetal sex predicted by NIPT and ultrasound
examination findings of female external genitalia was
observed in vanishing twin pregnancy in patients 42,
43, and 44. In view of the risk of XY disorder of sexual
differentiation, two patients underwent amniocentesis and
cytogenetic analysis confirmed normal female karyotype.
Co-twin demise of a male fetus can be the reason for the
discordant result. Other possible aetiologies are maternal
transplantation or transfusion from male donors34. Thus,
detailed maternal history should be taken. If there is a
discrepancy between NIPT reported fetal sex and the
ultrasound appearance of fetal external genitalia, options
of amniocentesis or newborn genetic assessment should
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be discussed for concordance between genotype and
phenotype35,36.
NIPT using massively parallel sequencing cannot
distinguish between placental and maternal DNA; false
positive results can arise from maternal X chromosome
aneuploidy and mosaicism37-39. In patients 54 and 55,
47,XXX were incidentally discovered by karyotyping
peripheral blood lymphocytes. Somatic age-related X
chromosome loss of the women may also lead to high risk
NIPT result for monosomy X40. This may account for the
maternal mosaic 45,X/46,XX in patient 56. Thus, women
should be well-informed about the possibility of this
unanticipated discovery of maternal genomic information
during counselling. Notably, the discovery of maternal
SCAs does not exclude fetal SCA, further invasive
diagnostic testing may be needed to exclude fetal SCA10.
The use of single nucleotide polymorphism may potentially
allow distinction between fetal (placental) and maternal
aneuploidies by analysis of allele polymorphisms41.
In our study, three women had positive NIPT
result for X chromosome copy number variations.
Follow-up fetal diagnostic tests confirmed unbalanced
structural abnormalities of X chromosome namely
deletion (patient 52), ring (patient 53), and isodicentric
chromosome (patient 51). Studies have reported patients
with an abnormal NIPT result for monosomy X who were
eventually diagnosed with structural sex chromosome
abnormalities26,42. Patient 48 had NIPT result showing
disproportionate low level of Y signal. Follow-up
diagnostic tests (karyotype and fluorescence in situ
hybridisation) confirmed a de novo translocation between
the Y chromosome and the X chromosome associated with
the diagnosis of nonsyndromic 46,XX testicular disorders
of sex development. This condition is characterised by male
external genitalia ranging from normal to ambiguous, small
testes, gynecomastia, azoospermia, and hypergonadotropic
hypogonadism secondary to testicular failure43.
Standardised management approach for pregnancies
with positive NIPT result for SCAs involves collaboration
of clinicians, geneticists, paediatricians, and prenatal
diagnostic laboratory. Although not all patients opted for
diagnostic testing, most had confirmation of positive NIPT
results by karyotyping after birth, which provides good
estimate of positive predictive value of SCA screening in
clinical setting. Nonetheless, the sample is relatively small
and is from a single centre. Larger multicentre studies
are warranted to evaluate factors affecting the uptake of
prenatal diagnostic testing and the clinical impact of the
98

expanded use of NIPT for SCAs in Hong Kong.

Conclusion

Positive NIPT results for sex chromosome
abnormalities can be caused by true fetal sex chromosome
abnormalities, confined placental mosaicism/placental
mosaicism, vanishing twins, and maternal X chromosome
abnormalities. Multidisciplinary management can help
prenatal counselling and genetic diagnosis. Followup confirmatory cytogenetic analysis prenatally and/
or postnatally is useful to characterise the numeric or
structural fetal sex chromosome abnormalities and their
mosaic patterns, and can maximise the benefits of prenatal
genetic screening in obtaining more genetic information
to support pregnancy management and clinical care of
affected unborn child.
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